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The possibility of splitting the inclusive cross section for relativistic nuclear collisions into a direct and a thermal
component is examined, It is pointed out that the definition of a direct term is model dependent. Besides this
difficulty, it is explained why two particle correlation measurements can give ambiguous information on the size of
the direct component. The decomposition of the inclusive cross section in the context of Monte Carlo calculations,
according to the number n of collisions undergone by the ejected nucleons, is considered. Numerical results for
Ne + Ne and Ca + Ca at E/A = 800 MeV show that the cross sections cannot be split into two parts that could be
regarded as a direct and a thermal part, but rather indicate a continuously rising departure from equilibrium as n
decreases. Dominance of some values of n in some regions of the momentum space is exhibited. The 3-particle
spectra show a completely different pattern and look similar for all values of n.
NUCLEAR REACTIONS Relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions. Direct and
thermal contributions. Nonequilibrium intermediate processes. Ne+ Ne,
Ca+ Ca. E/A =800 MeV.
I. INTRODUCTION II. DECOMPOSITION OF THE INCLUSIVE
CROSS SECTIONS
There has recently been an important discussion
on the question of the relative dominance of the
direct and the thermal processes to the nucleon
emission in relativistic nuclear collisions. ' ' We
would like to clarify the issue in relation to recent
Monte Carlo calculations, "which include from
the very beginning direct and multiple scattering
processes on an equal footing.
In Sec. II, we briefly review the status of the
question and emphasize that the two components
are not uniquely defined. Once the definition of
the direct component has been chosen, the ques-
tion arises as to whether the other component
is of a thermal type or not. We analyze how some
specific models, essentially three- and one-dimen-
sional cascade models, can help in answering this
question and show that two possible decompositions
of the inclusive cross sections are very useful
in this respect. We point out a difficulty in ex-
tracting reliable information about the direct
component, when properly chosen, from two nu-
cleon correlation measurements. In Sec. III, we
consider numerically the decomposition of the
inclusive cross section, in the context of our
Monte Carlo calculations, according to the number
of collisions suffered by the nucleons. We show
that the inclusive cross section cannot be decom-
posed into a direct and a thermal part. We also
consider the same question for the 6 particles
(or the emitted pions in our model). The latter
shows a completely different behavior. Finally,
Sec. IV contains our conclusion.
A. Decomposition into "direct" and "thermal"
components
The gross features of the proton inclusive cross
section in the GeV range have been reproduced
in an equally acceptable manner by the fireball"
and the so-called direct (or clear} knockout'
models. Then, rather naturally, came the idea
that the inclusive cross section is the sum of a
direct and a thermal component
(2.1)
Recently"' people have tried to determine the
relative importance of the two components, basing
their investigation on the validity of Eq. (2.1}.
We would like to stress that these two quantities
are not uniquely defined. A model is needed to
define at least one of them [the other one can be
obtained by subtraction if Eq. (2.1) holds] . Usual-
ly, the direct component is calculated with a for-
mula corresponding to the graph of Fig. 1(a),
which involves the nuclear vertex function and
the two nucleon collision cross section. This
definition of the direct component seems very
reasonable, but its evaluation is blurred by two
main uncertainties: (a} The nuclear vertex func-
tion, usually taken as the nucleon momentum dis-
tribution, is not known in detail. (b) The nucleon-
nucleon cross section should be corrected for
off-shell effects, of which our knowledge is not
complete.
The clear knockout process [Fig. 1(a)] is by no
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FIG. 1. Possible diagrams associated with a direct
component (see text).
(T =0'g + 0'2 + (T3 + 0'g + ' (2.2}
where g„ is the (differential) cross section for
ejecting a nucleon after it has undergone n colli-
sions. " Another possible decomposition has been
put forward by the "rows on rows" model"' and
is obtained by noticing that two-baryon collisions




where the dependence upon p has been made im-
plicit (that is not important for our discussion
here).
(2.3)
means the unique choice for QD. An alternative
choice is provided by the graph of Fig. 1(b), which
might be of interest, as we discuss below.
Our main purpose here is to study the validity
of relation (2.1}. Whatever definition of the direct
process is chosen, this validity demands that the
remaining part of the inclusive cross section has
a thermal nature, i.e. , is isotropic and equili-
brated. There is no a priori reason for this to
be so and a phenomenon similar to the precom-
pound emission might occur: For nucleon and
deuteron induced reactions at energy larger than
- 10 MeV, a third component appears in the spec-
trum of the emitted particles and fills the gap
between the direct (high energy) part and the com-
pound nucleus or evaporation (low energy} part
(for a review, see Refs. 10, 11).
B. Decomposition into clusters or in terms of collision
number
A convenient method for studying the plausibility
of a decomposition such as (2.1) is provided by
the Monte Carlo cascade models. Within this con-
text, the inclusive cross section can be decom-
posed in a series of terms and a study of the pro-
perties of these different terms could determine
whether they can be regrouped into two terms
that can be regarded as direct and thermal com-
ponents. A possible decomposition is performed
according to the number of collisions suffered
by the outgoing nucleons:
In expansion (2.3}, the direct process can be
represented by 0» which in turn can be identified
with the clear knockout process of Fig. 1(a) (ex-
cept for quantal off-shell correction). The ques-
tion then arises as to whether the rest of the ser-
ies (2.3) can be considered as a thermal compo-
nent. Two conditions are to be met: (i) the re-
sulting spectrum should be thermal-like; (ii)
spectra for small values of ~, & should not be
too similar to cr», or in other words, there must
be a sharp transition between cr» and the spectrum
for neighboring values of the pair (M, N) Ho.w-
ever, there is no reason to identify the direct
component with o» solely and one could look for
a better splitting of the series (2.3), which would
satisfy the previous criteria. This, however,
does not seem to be the case with the linear cas-
cade model. " The question is presently investi-
gated in the context of a three-dimensional cas-
cade calculation. "
One can as well address the question of whether
Eq. (2.2) can be split into two pieces that can be
interpreted as direct and thermal components.
The first term 0, cannot then be associated with
the diagram of Fig. 1(a). This, however, has
been done in the literature'" and adds to the con-
fusion. Rather, g, should be associated with dia-
gram of Fig. 1(b) (provided the second bubble is
calculated in the impulse approximation). This
diagram provides another acceptable definition
of the direct process. Not very much attention
has been paid to the question of how much this
diagram can contribute to the inclusive cross
section. However, a similar diagram has been
studied in relation to the scaling in the forward
direction ""
Once again, the same question can be addressed
concerning o, : Can the rest of the sum (2.2} be
considered as a thermal component'P In Sec. III,
we investigate this problem numerically in the
context of our recent Monte Carlo calculations. "
Before closing this section, we would like to
draw attention to an aspect of the problem which
has been overlooked and indicates that two-nu-
cleon correlation measurements cannot really
give us relevant information about a D, even if we
have decided what is the definition of a D. Let us
consider expansion (2.2) for instance, which we
rewrite as
0' =(Fg+ V~y
and let us assume, for a while, that g, and g„can
be identified as gD and 0 ~. Then the two particle
inclusive cross section (or correlation yield} is




reaction cross section o R by
(3.1)
This equation simply embodies the observation
that the two detected particles could have been
emitted both through a direct process, or both
through a multiple collision process, or one
through a direct collision and the other through
multiple scattering. The quantity P,(p„p,} [or
P,(p„p,), or P(g„p,)] is the probability of having
two particles emitted with the appropriate kine-
matics from a direct (or multiple scattering, or
both) process. A decomposition such as (2.4}
also holds if we choose cr„as the direct compo-
nent. In these cases, g™can be expressed in terms
of the a„„'s and quantities o(MN;M'N') which are
proportional to the probability of having in the
same event a cluster of type (M, N) and a cluster
of type (M'N') "Let.us stress that the third
term does not come from quantum interference
[all of the equations (2.1)-(2.4) neglect quantum
interference], but rather from the possible co-
existence of two different mechanisms involving
different parts of the system in the same event.
As a consequence of Eq. (2.4), correlation
measurements cannot a priori give valuable infor-
mation upon the decomposition (2.3}, unless one
makes a specific assumption upon 0. In fact, that
is what is done in Refs. 1 and 9. In particular,
it is assumed that the probability of one proton
coming from a direct process while the other is
coming from a multiple scattering process van-
ishes. Note that assuming P = P„would determine
the ratio o,/(o„+s) instead of o,/o„.
Let us finally mention that expansions (2.2} and
(2.3) cannot be obtained from one another. In
particular, o» is not equal to o, . Instead, u»- o,.
III. PROPERTIES OF THE CROSS SECTIONS 0I
where v is the average (over the impact para
meter) number of participant nucleons. It is also
useful to define the frequency f(n), i.e. , the num-
ber of nucleons which are ejected after & colli-
sions. For any impact parameter b, we have
Q f(n) =v(b) (3.2}
The average (over impact parameter} value of f(n}





IO- I INe+ Ne 0,8 Gel/
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The numerical values of these quantities are pre-
sented for Ne+ Ne and Ca+ Ca at E/A = 0.8 GeV
on the rhs of Fig. 2. The rest of the figure dis-
plays the frequency f(n) for central and peripheral
collisions. Several observations are relevant.
First, the distribution of the frequencies f(n)
roughly scales as 4, the total mass number of
the system. A slight deviation from this scaling
occurs for central collisions. The distribution
has a longer tail for Ca+Ca, which, of course,
comes from the larger linear dimension of this
system. Second, for central collisions, the nu-
cleons have an equal chance to make 1, 2, or 3
collisions, whereas for peripheral collisions,
most of the participant nucleons make only one
We have calculated these cross sections with
our Monte Carlo code, which is described exten-
sively in Refs. 4 and 5. It is sufficient to say
here that we describe the collision process as a
succession of relativistic, classical, on-shell
baryon-baryon collisions. Pion production is
taken into account by introducing the possibility
of creating 4 particles. The latter can disappear
through the Na - NN reaction and scatter on nu-
cleons and other b,'s. They are assumed to decay
and release pions at the end of the strong interac-
tion process, i.e., when the chain of binary colli-
sions ceases. This model is very successful in
reproducing one- and two-nucleon inclusive data. '
We first discuss the numerical values of the
integrated cross sections (over the invariant phase
space). Those quantities are related to the total
lO
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FIG. 2. Probability of the ejection of nucleons (solid
lines) after n collisions. They arenormalizedas Z„f(n)
= v, the number of participants. The right-hand part of
the figure gives the average (over impact parameter)
freauency f (n) (scale on the left) as well as the cross
section a„(scale on the right). See text for more de-
tails. The dotted lines give the same probability for
the E's. They are normalized as Z„f (n) =Svz, vz, being
the number of 4's.
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FIG. 3. Invariant cross sections to produce a proton
after n collisions as a function of the c.m. perpendicular
momentum p~ and c.m. rapidity y. They are given in
units of 0.462x 10 mb c GeV . The regions I, 0, III
are connected with the content of Table I. To give an
idea of the isotropy n & 6, curves of equal energy of
1020 and 1371 MeV (dotted curves) have been drawn.
The full curves are smooth interpolations of the results
of the Monte Carlo calculation. Those results take the
form of numbers defined on mesh points every b, y =0.1
and b,p~ =80 MeV/c.
collision. This obviously reflects the geometrical
properites of the participant system. Finally,
the frequency distribution for the a's (and of the
subsequent pions) closely follows in shape the
nucleon frequency distribution, except for n =1
and g =2 and central collisions. The reason is
simple. After the first collisions, the produced
~'s have a low velocity. Hence, they have little
chance to escape the system without being hit by
the other nucleons traveling with the (high) inci-
de-nt velocity.
It is notable that the contribution of single scat-
tering processes is rather high: 44% and 33%%uz
for Ne+Ne and Ca+Ca, respectively. The average
values of n are 2.78 and 3.24, respectively.
Figure 3 shows the central result of this paper,
namely the invariant cross section for ejecting a
proton after g collisions. %e show only the re-
sult for Ca+ Ca, the one for Ne+Ne being quali-
tatively the same. Clearly there is a continuous
transition between g =1 and g ~ 6, for which the
spectrum is fairly, but not completely (see Fig.
4), isotropic. The n = i cross section is largely
dominated by the N-N cross section, which, folded
with the Fermi motion, would create a peak at
p~ =0 and y = 0.61, the incident rapidity in the
c.m. system. A ridge would start from that point
and extend along the line of equal energy passing
through it. So a saddle point would be expected
in the vicinity of y =0, p~=600 MeV/c. The devi-
ations from this pattern are due to: (a) the fact
that the projectile (target) nucleons which are
ejected after their first collisions do not exclu-
sively collide with the unperturbed target (pro-
jectile) Fermi sphere, but do collide with nucleons
which may have made collisions previously; (b)
the delta production, which, because of the in-
elasticity, tends to populate the midrapidity re-
gion (y = 0, p~= 0). We checked this point by re-
peating the calculation and switching off the ~
production. In that case, a minimum appears at
the origin in the y-p~ plane.
It has been conjectured' and often stated that the
high p~ region at 90'c.m. can be only populated
by multiple scattering, whereas the region at
small p~ and at rapidity close to the projectile
or target rapidity is overwhelmingly populated
by single scattering. Consequently, the region
at moderate p~ and zero rapidity in the c.m. is
expected to be populated by both processes. Qur
results show that this conjecture is qualitatively
correct. To quantify this comparison, we have
shown in Table I the relative importance of the
g-collision processes for the three shaded areas
which appear in Fig. 3. The only surprising re-
sult, at least in our opinion, is that region III
does not correspond solely to high values of g.
Already a two collision process populates almost
as much as the ~ ~ 6 component.
The smooth change of the spectra with the para-
meter z is dramatically shown in Fig. 4, where
we have plotted their simplest characteristics,
namely their variance along the p~, and p~ vari-
ables. There is no discontinuity in the trend which
would allow a separation into a direct and a ther-
mal contribution.
It is instructive, at this point, to compare our
results with those of Randrup, "who used essen-
tially the same model to study the equilibration
between two infinite pieces of nuclear matter ini-
tially at a global relative velocity. The main dif-
ferences thus come from the finite size effects
in our case, although there can also be some effect
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TABLE I. Relative importance (in %) of n -collision
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FIG. 4. Parallel and transverse momentum variances,
as well as their ratios, of the total c.m. cross sections
for producing a nucleon after n collisions. The dashed
line indicates the results of Ref. 17 for infinite nuclear
matter. This curve, originally given as a function of
time, has been rescaled by converting 1 fm/c into 5
units of n.
while Randrup found a considerably shorter time
in nuclear matter, —2 fm/c. The finite size effect
therefore does seem to play an important role in
the equilibration of the system.
Let us finally say a few words about the L parti-
cles. Table II shows the frequency at which they
are produced as a function of the number of colli-
sions g. Except for pg =1, the ratio of the produced
n, s (or pions) to the number of baryons is practi-
cally equal to 0.12. This appears to be the global
value for b = 0 (Ref. 4) and also the asymptotic
value for large clusters" and thus can be inter-
preted as an equilibrium value. Table II thus
shows that, very few collisions are needed to attain
chemical equilibrium between ~'s and nucleons.
We also found that the 4's have fairly isotropic
and equilibrated spectra with —,'(p2i) =(pii) = (350
MeV/c)' independent of n It is r.emarkable that
this value is approximately equal to the asymptotic
value for the nucleons (average of (p2i)/2 and (pi, )
for large n) Nonre. lativistically speaking, it
means that the n) 6 nucleons have a higher "tem-
perature" than the ~'s. This situation also occurs
in the linear cascade model. " In our opinion, it
reflects the fact that the nucleon and the ~'s gases
interact mainly via the N¹N+6 reaction and
only weakly through the NA elastic scattering
(see also Ref. 4).
of the compression and subsequent decompression
of the matter, which may increase and decrease
the frequency of the binary collisions. In Ref. 19,
the calculated anisotropy of the system varies
with time in a very similar manner as our calcu-
lated value (top of Fig. 4) does as a function of g.
This suggests that the particles suffering pg colli-
sions escape from the system at a more or less
well defined time. We, unfortunately, cannot
check this statement at the present time, but this
is certainly a question worth investigating. If we
assume this is true, we can consider that the
~
~ 6 component comes from the latest stage of
the collision process, say 6-9 fm/c after its be-
ginning. So, the equilibration time [which can be
defined as the time required for the anisotropy
of the system (see top of Fig. 4) to pass from its
initial value, i.e. , -0, to a value of 0.90] in a
system such as Ca+ Ca is something of this order,
IV. CONCLUSION
We have considered the possibility of decompos-
ing the inclusive cross section in relativistic nu-
cleus-nucleus collisions into a direct and a thermal
component. There is no model-independent defini-
tion of the direct term and, unfortunately, differ-
ent authors use different models. We have inves-
tigated the possible decomposition of the inclusive
cross sections in the context of Monte Carlo cal-
culations and tried to formulate criteria which
TABLE II. Ratio of number of 6's to the number of
nucleons as a function of the number of collisions n.
N~/N~ 0.060 0.117 0.115 0.116 0.125 0116
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have to be met for those decompositions to reduce
to a sum of direct and thermal components. When
the cross section is decomposed according to the
number of collisions suffered by the ejected nu-
cleons, numerical results show that the criteria
are not fulfilled in the GeV range and that the
system exhibits a continuum of nonequilibrium
properties. Qn the other hand, the 6 particles,
which in this model are the source of pion pro-
duction, are well thermalized, but the b, and nu-
cleon components do not appear in mechanical
equilibr ium.
Qne may wonder whether the nonequilibrium
properties, which are reminiscent of the pre-
compound emission is, like this latter, energy
dependent. Indications exist' that in the 250 MeV
range, nucleus-nucleus collisions produce pro-
tons, whose spectrum might be described by a
two-component model [Eq. (2.1)], although, as
we discussed in Sec. II, uncertainties are attached
to the definitions of the direct and the thermal
components.
Let us finally notice that like o D, the p's are
not directly measurable quantities. Nevertheless,
analysis along the liries described here is impor-
tant in the sense that it provides some hint of how
the momentum space is populated. This may have
an important influence on estimates of the produc-
tion of composite particles. For instance, non-
equilibrium deuteron production is expected in
the regions of the momentum space associated
with a low value of pg. An investigation of the deu-
teron production with this perspective is certainly
desirable, as the ratio of deuteron to proton yield
is considered as a suitable quantity for testing
our views of the reaction process. '~ "
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